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been called in question. But as yet there was absent the recognition *
of the principle that the King's Ministers could best be controlled
by their presence in Parliament as members, and so responsible to
Parliament. It was not until early in the eighteenth century that this
began to be recognised and^it was indeed essential if the will of
Parliament was to prevail!/ The process of impeachment was too
cumbrous and drastic to be used as the everyday method of ensuring
that a Minister should not disregard the will of Parliament, but the
ultimate solution of the collective responsibility of the Cabinet was
not at first perceived. The Bill of Rights was the first great victory
of Parliament. The Act of Settlement by attempting to exclude •
Ministers from the House of Commons showed how far from realisa-
tion was the solution of the problem of co-ordination between the
Executive and Parliament. Thus in the eighteenth century the nature '
of the struggle changes. The absolute discretion of the Crown, which
the events of the closing years of the seventeenth century had still
left in many respects unimpaired, could not be left with the Crown
and its Ministers in such a way as to enable them to govern without
responsibility in those matters which still fell within the royal
prerogative. The significance of the period from 1688 until after
the Reform Act, 1832, lies in the development of ministerial
responsibility to Parliament.
The first step was to ensure the individual responsibility of Growth of
Ministers of the Crown to Parliament for their actions, and, secondly, Ministerial
collective responsibility for general policy and for the actions of
other Ministers.1 This responsibility is political, and not legal,
though for his individual acts contrary to law each Minister was, and
is, responsible to the courts. Darby's Case (1679), 11 St. Tr. 599,
went a long way towards establishing the principle that a Minister
cannot shelter himself from legal responsibility by a plea of obedi-
ence to the command of the Sovereign: cf. Sowers* Case (1701),
14 St. Tr, 234.
But the collective responsibility of the Cabinet could not be de-
veloped until that body had emerged as the effective executive organ.
Even in the reign of George III. membership of the Cabinet did not
by itself entitle a Privy Councillor to take part in decisions on policy.
' There was a distinction between the efficient or confidential Cabinet,
all the members of which received papers, and the outer circle of the
Cabinet Council, the titular or external Cabinet. Anne, like her pre-
decessors, retained a personal initiative in the Councils of the Crown,
frequently presiding at meetings of the Cabinet, a body which had as
yet no regular composition.2
1 For fuller treatment of Ministerial Responsibility, see Chap. 4, post.
a Anson gives three such bodies under titles of: (1) The Cabinet, or Lords
of the Cabinet Council. (2) The Committee of Council, (3) The Privy Council
or Great Council Anson, op. cit. 4th ed., Vol. II., Part I,, p. 104.

